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automotive alternator for an automotive vehicle capable of preventing a back electromotive force which is generated on a stator when the alternator is driven, from being induced into a current collector of a direct current power supply. Such an automotive alternator is conventionally employed to supply electric power for
operating various kinds of electrical appliances installed in an automotive vehicle and it is designed to be connected in series with a battery, to thereby obtain a direct current power supply. However, in such an automotive alternator, if current is supplied to the alternator from the battery at a comparatively high load for a
prolonged period of time, an electromotive force is induced in the stator of the alternator. Thus, when the automotive alternator is incorporated into a car-mounted electrical appliance, the current of the induced electromotive force is applied to the electrical appliance via a current collector. This induces a back electromotive
force into the battery, resulting in a decrease of the voltage thereof. Thus, the voltage of the battery fluctuates according to the back electromotive force or the load applied to the alternator.Q: If I have a GEM image for a newer Ruby version will I be able to use the image from the older ruby version? Can I install a GEM for the
newer version and use the image from the older version? Can I do this as a few images would be very heavy on my machine? In short: Will I be able to use a gem for a newer version on an image of an older version of ruby? A: Yes and yes. You should be able to use the same gem in a different Ruby version on the same
machine, provided you use bundler to manage your gems; e.g. in Rails 3 you use bundler for bundling the Gemfile and to install the gems in your application. The gem documentation even explains how: Don't need to worry about compiling a gem for a different Ruby version: bundler will compile all gems for the Ruby version
you're using. You can also use the same gem on another machine by installing it using bundler. As for your performance concern, that depends on what exactly you're doing, how many gems you have in your Gemfile, and how many gems you're actually using, if any. A: If by "precompiled" you mean a binary file, then yes, you
can use the precompiled version of the gem for the older Ruby.
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